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PHOTOGRAPHY 

Pt 
You've just booked your portrait experience 

in the Rockies. This guide will give you all 

the information you will need in preparation 

for your photo shoot with us! 

CONTACT US 

Lake Louise 

( 403) 522-3653

info@banffphotography.com 
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1. 

LOCATIONS 
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When you book a portrait experience with us we will take you to  our favorite 

portrait locations. The map below shows you our route on an Essential 30 

and Classic 60. 



2. 

WHAT TO WEAR . 
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When it comes to your portrait session you want to feel comfortable. In Winter 

periods thermals, gloves and hats are recommended. During the summer time 

you can leave the layers behind and dress more lightly. 

Recommended colors for winter time: 

When choosing your outfit, you will want colors that will 

stand out against white winterly backgrounds. Black is a 

great color choice as it's easy to color co-ordinate and 

also gives that photo the contrast a photographer looks 

for.  Other recommended colors: Red/Blue/Green. 

Recommended colors for summer time: 

Red is a photographers most popular color choice at 

Lake Louise. It really stands out against the blue 

waters of Lake Louise and is a great summer color. 

Try avoiding the color blue if you really want the Lake 

to stand out! 



3. 

COME PREPARED
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You already know to bring jackets if it's cold ... but you may not have thought to bring hair 

pins in case it gets too windy for loose hair. It's always good to come prepared for the worst. 

Pack some wet ones to tackle any mess your children might get into; or for that lipstick you 

might get on your hubby's cheek. 

THINGS TO BRING 

* Water to keep hydrated

* Light snacks

* Layers, scarves, gloves etc.
* Comfortable walking shoes

* Hair brush, pins, elastics and clips *Wet wipes for emergency clean ups

* Toys for kids/or puppies

* Fun props, signs, bubbles etc

* A blanket to sit on grass

For special arrangements such as baby-moon's, proposals and anniversaries you may want to bring a few props along to really capture 

the moment. 



4. 

CHILDREN AND TEENS 
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It can be easier than you'd think to get great photos of your children. The key is 

to have fun, keep it light and get your kids engaged! Keeping moods up is im

portant; so remember to be happy and excited! 

INFANTS AND TODDLERS 

They are often at their best right after nap 

time. Consider your family's routine when 

booking your session to keep your little 

ones refreshed, happy and cooperative. 

TEENS 

Let your teens have some input with 

the shoot. Give them some freedom 

with their clothes and let them bring 

props or items they enjoy. 

PLANNING 

The more you plan the more prepared your 

children will be, consider whether posed or 

candid photography will suit your family better. 

Or maybe a bit of both! 



SNEAKY PROPOSALS

Lake Louise is a popular spot for proposals. Our photographers are professionals at blending in with the crowd, capturing 
the surprise moments on camera. When you book a portrait session with Banff Photography you will be connected with a 
photographer who will help you plan the execution of your surprise proposal! Our recommended package for proposals 
are Essential 30’s, this allows 15 minutes to capture the proposal, followed by a mini 15 minute celebratory session. 

How we’re sneaky!
We have a couple of methods to be discrete yet to 
be in the prime spot to capture your moment.

Method 1: We will be dressed as a tourist, ask us 
to take a photo of the pair of you on your phone, 
once we give you your phone back this will be 
your queue. 

Method 2: Method 2: Tell your partner you’ve booked a photo 
session to capture some nice portraits of you both, 
we’ll take you to our iconic photo spots of Lake 
Louise and act oblivious, once you’ve found the 
perfect spot, your photographer will be in prime 
position.

Let us capture your moment!
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